Grow revenue by rapidly
deploying innovative services
your subscribers want

Subscriber
Services

It’s no secret that ARPU is declining.
Increased competition and a lack of easy sources
of growth mean that communications service
providers need to create new revenue sources while
maximizing existing ones.
Our expertise and policy control platform help
you create innovative services built around real
subscriber demand, so you can outpace the
competition and reap the revenue rewards.
Do more, with Sandvine.

Grow Your Revenue

Reach the Market Fast

No matter your market, no
matter your network, we can help
you grow your revenue.

Market opportunities don’t last
forever, and the revenue goes to
those who move the quickest.

Whether you’re a wireless
operator looking to disrupt the
market with bite-size plans,
or a fixed operator looking to
increase customer satisfaction
with data rollover, we can help
you to deploy the services your
customers want.

Our tools, standards support,
and proven interoperability let
you quickly design and deploy
powerful subscriber services.
With Sandvine, you can take
advantage of short-term
opportunities, get to market
faster than the competition, and
become the innovator in your
market.

Visit www.sandvine.com

Trust Our Expertise
We are the unquestioned global
experts in subscriber services
innovation, with hundreds of
deployments worldwide.
Our customers have been
seizing market share, improving
customer loyalty, and unlocking
new sources of revenue, while
their competitors struggle
with revenue leakage and
service plans that don’t work as
expected.

EXAMPLE USE CASES
Sponsored Data

Bolt-Ons/Add-Ons

Create partnerships with retail brands that offer
promotional data connectivity to subscribers.

Increase the
personalization
options by letting
subscribers add
specific features
and packs.

Internet as a Public Service

Roaming Services

Provide your subscribers with free access to
educational websites and other resources.

Provide affordable options for traveling subscribers
and protect them from unexpected roaming fees.

Bite-Size Internet

HD Voice and VoLTE

Get subscribers comfortable using data with bite-size
time- and volume-based packs.

Deliver crystal-clear voice services that stand out
from the noise of over-the-top alternatives.

Value-Added Services

Shared Data
Services

Introduce additional services to your subscribers,
including parental
controls and cyber
security, to grow
revenue and increase
subscriber loyalty and
market differentiation.

Build services that
share data between
family members,
devices, and device
radios.

Deeper explanations and many more use cases are available at www.sandvine.com
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